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I4A.

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the present time there does not exist an accepted and adequate correlation

between 1) the shielding effecti-eness presented by electronic equipment shelters to the nuclear

generated electromagnetic pulse, and 2) the methods currently being used by industry to measure

th~s shielding effectiveness. MIL-STD-285 is being used widely by industry to measure the

shielding effectiveness charactoristics of electronic equipment shelters and, in many cases, the

results are being used by the DOD without modification to calculate the shielding effectiveness

to nuclear generated EMP. This use of MIL-STD-285 procedures has never been adequately

validated or refuted.

The purpose of this effort is to investigate the validity of using MIL-STD-285 test

procedures to determine the sh'elding effectiveness presented by an electronic equiprnent enclosure

to a plane wave pulse.

Very little effort has been expended by the DOD in the past to validate the

applicability of low level CW test procedures of the MIL-STD-285 type to EMP shielding

effectiveness. One notable exception was the effort by Monroe as preser.ted ;n HDL-TR- 1636.

In that document, the author reported that measurements carried out in the manner prescribed by

MIL-STD-285 would give upper and lower bounces for the EMP (plane wave) shielding effectiveness

of any metallic structure at all frequencies of interest to EMP. An expression was obtained for

the difference between EMP and loop (or dipole) shielding effectiveness exhibited by the structuee. A

correction factor was provided to add to loop measurements and subtract from dipole .-neasurements

to estimate the shielding effectiveness to EMP. The conclusion was reached that MIL-STD-285

measurements could be used to estimate the EMP shielding effectiveness of a structure.

HD!.-TR-1636 has received little emphasis in the EMP community and has not been

applied to any procurement as far as the investigators could determine. Few of the personnel

contacted knew of its existence and when the document was discussed, nearly all questioned

whc.!,cr sufficient theoretical work had been done in the area.
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A careful review of HDL- TR- 1636 and the underlying assumptions supported the

c~nclusion that an independent approach unencumbered by simplifying assumptions was needed to

either validate or refute iti conclusions. This new approach to shielding effectivenet.s is based upon
7

the work of Booker and Clemmou and employs the concept of an Angular Spectrum of Plane Waves.

The effort addresses the planar structure. The concept of the Angular Spectrum of Plane Waves has

been used successfully for several ye.3r% to calculate the for field radiation pattern of antennas from

near field measuremenis, where "near field" usually involves a few wavelengthi from the antenna.

In the current work, the theory *4 applied to the extreme near field reactive regime, 12 inches

(0.305 m) from the anternn.

In the paper by Booker and Clemmou in April 1949, it was observed that the rectangular

components of the electromagnetic field on one side of a planar aperture can be represented simply

and exactly by a linear combination of plane waves. It was shown that the steudy-state radiation

pattern and aperture function (E ?n in the plane of the aperture) are obtainable from each other, and

finally, that those portions of the pattern lying outside of the visible tereion of real angles determine

completely the reactive energy stored about the aperture. In the current effort, the aperture funct-on,

Etan, is obtained for dipole and loop antennas in a plune 12 inches (0.305 m) from the antenna over

a matrix of 4096 paints in a 100 x 100 inch (2.54 x 2.54 m) aperture. The plane wave spectrum

corresponding to the electromagnetic field at any point in space is related to the aperture function by

the Fourier Transform and is obtainfd for a hypothetical plane 12 inches (0.305 m) from the an'enna.

This spectrum is then considered to be impinged upon the metallic shield to obtain the shielding -]

effectiveness. (The 12 inch (0.305 m) distance is dictated by MIL-STD-285 test procedures.)
4

The plane wave spectrum technique shows that the value of shielding effectiveness

provided by a uniform plane metallic shield to a plane wave is bounded above and belhw by dipole

and loop measurements, respecilvely. This is supported In HDL-TR-1636. Correction factors are

provided by the new effort to add to shielding effectiveness measurements made byloop antennas in

the near field to obtain the shielding effectiveness of the structure to an incident plane wave.

Similar correction factors a'e provided to subtract from measured values when using dipole antennas in

the near field. These correction factors correlate closely with those presented in HDL-TR- 1636.

Thus, that portion of HDL-1R.1636 th•t pertains to the shielding effectiveness of a uniform con-

ductiv ty plane metallic sheet is considered validated. One may question the assumption of

HDL-TR-1636 ir applying Schelkunoff's basic work to a different configuration than intended, but
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the assumption ',s"flrmed by the more rigorous plane wave spectrum approach. The remainder of

the effk. of HDL-IR-1636 pertaining to infin:te conductivity s. alds containing (aults has not been

addressed by this effort, therefore, no conclusions are presented concerninq the application of

ichc.kunoff's approais to shields with cracks, apertut.-s, etc.

Figure 1.0-1 summarizes the results of the effort grapFcalli. The basic graph was a

shir•d;in ffectivenes. specification for electronic equipment shelters provided for a recent DOD

w.o(jreme,'. . V- system qpecificc.•ion included cri~eria level high altitude EMP. Shielding effect-

,vn .. .m , is of shelt ,rs were made at the time of acceptance frmn vendors in accordonr.e

:th MII -•ed5 procedures while system acceptance was based upon performance in a high level

EMP simulator. Since this is a •ification curve, the measured sl ielding effectiveness must meet

or exceed the values given. Also, given this specificatlion, the syst-em designers were nssured of a

reou•tion of the criteria level EMP by four orders of magni4ude in the mid-range of frequencies a,'d

designed !,-, interior electronics accordingly. Another 80 dB of shielding r'ffectiveness was added I

by the use of interno. shield enclosures, thus reducing the interior fields by an addition four orders

of magnitude. Uiterior power and s;gnal cables were also placec in shieldi.n conduit.

The significance of this theoretical effort is that although a shelter may exhibit only P

70 dB o; shielding effectiveness ct 0. 1 MHz as measured by MIL-STD-285 (12 inch (0.305 m) diam•oer

loop: at a dist ,nce of 12 inch (0.305 m) from either stde of the sheiter walli the Plane Wao-e Spectrum

calculations show that the actual shielding effectiveness to a plane wave EMP it 140 dlb* - a

reducation of seven orders of magnitude. Had this been realizec. by the syitem dc.'.gners early in

the system cycle, less expensive protective de;-vces might havt been e"pleed inside the shelter

and the cost of the weapon system reduced accordiingly.

The Plane Wave Spectrum technique n-.d the Schelkunoff technique of HDL-TR--1636

are two completely independent approaches to shielding effectiveness yet the results for a ' mti

uniform conductivity copper shield correlate to within 6 dB. These results are shown by the circles

coded P, M, and E in Figure 1.0-1.

*(~h:s assumes a lnear extrapolation from low level to high level signals, i.e., no interior arcing,
no mcgnetic saturation, and an adequate thickness of metal. These data relate to a 1mm thick
uniform conductivity copper shield.)
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2.0 ?REFACE

This final technical report • ,rs the work performed by Harris Electronic Systems

Divls;on, Melbourne, Florida, under Contract No. DNA 001-76-C-0406 for the Defense Nuclear

Agency during the period October 1976 through May 1977. The program was under the direction of

Dr. Carl F. Davis of the Systems Survivability Group. The effort on the Plane Wove Spectrum

was under the technical direction of Mr. Eduardo Vi laseca.

This contract was monitortd by Captain W. D. W1lson of the Radiation Directorate

of the Defense Nuclear Agency after funds had been provided by the Director of the Vulnerability

Directorate, Defense Nuclear Agency.

Contributors to this effort include C. Davis, E. Villaseca, W. Getson, W. Blackwood,
W. Abore, and J. Reid of Harris Elecironic Systems Division and many EMI/EMP-oriented

personnel throughout the DOD. We wish to express our thanks to those persons and orgcnizations

of all servicet. who suppox~rted the effort with their time and helpfu.l suggestions.
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3.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

"3.1 THE PROBLEM

MIL-STD-285 specifies c method of measuring the attenuation characteristics of electro-

magnetic shielding enclosures used to house electronic equipment and is specifically oriented to the

low-level signal problems of EMI, EMC,and TEMPEST. This Military Standard is now frequently being

applied, without modiication, to the measurement of shieidi'ig effectiveness of equipment shelters,

weapons system bays, etc., which must provide for the wurvivol of interior electronics to the effects of

a nuclear generated electromagnetic pulse (EMP). In addition to the obvious differences in the magni-

tude of the signals involved in test and threat level environment, MIL-STD-285 prescribes that shielding

effectiveness measurements are to be made at frequencies of interest to EMP in the near field of the
radiating source, a complex wave configuration which deviates 3ignificantly from a uniform plane

wave - the configuration for free field EMP.

3.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to investigate the applicability of low-level, MIL-STD-

285, test procedures to the measurement of the shielding effectiveness of enclosures to EMP.

The Scope of Work as listed in the contract is quoted as:

The approach used in HDL-TR-1636 will be analytically expanded and

experimentally verified to provide a baseline for the application of low-level test

procedures to EMP shielding effectiveness of shelters.

The approach used in HDL-TR-1636 regarding the shielding effectiveness of a planar

structure without faults has been validated teoretically by the Plane Wave Spectrum calculations.

The extrapolction of these results to three dimensional structures with penetrations (deliberate or

inadvertent) was beyond the scope of the effort; however, a baseline has keen developed for the

application of low level test procecures to EMP shielding effectiveness of sheltew. Experimental

verification was initiated on a screen room test bed. Unfortunately, the screen room was de.troyeo

by fire prior to the completion of the tests and experimental verification of the theoretical results

was not possible.
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3.3 BACKGROUND

For nearly 20 years, MIL-STD-285 has been used by the Government as a standard for

measuring the electromagnetic shielding character;stics of enclosures used to house electronic

equipment. Procedures are defined for electric, magnetic, and plane wave testing which employ

low-!evel signal generators or power oscillators to provide continuous wave (CW), modulated CW

(MCW), or a pulsed CW signal. Power levels of transmitters and sensitivities of receivers/detectors

must be compatible with measuring the shielding effectiveness of enclosures providing up to 100 dB

of attenuation. In the case of electric and magnetic field measurements (dipole and loop), the

transmitting and receiving antennas are located 12 inches (0.305 m) from the inner and outer surfaces of

the shielded enclosure and mearLirements are taken at several frequencies, In addition to the loop

and dipole procedures designed primarily for magnetic and electric field shielding effectiveness

evaluation, the shield is also evaluated for plane wave performance. In this case, MIL-STD-285 calls

for one test frequency, 400 MHz, and specifies that the transmitting antenna must be separated from

"he test object by at least six feet (1.83 m). The receiving antenna must be at least two inches

(0.05 m) from the other side of the shield.

Because of the widespread familiarity in industry and DOD with MIL-STD-285 testing,

and the availability of standard, acceptable test gear, it certainly is appealing to extrapo~ate these

procedures to the EMP regime and it is not surprising that such has occurred - the same test

procedures are now being specified in many cases by the DOD for EMP as have been used in the

past for EMI, EMC, and TEMPEST.

It is not intuitively obvious that low-level CW shielding effectiveness lest results taken

in the near field are directly relatable to an electromagnetic pulse, a uniform plane wave with a
short rise time and wide frequency content. A search of the literature reveals that analytical work
has been done on this problem and that a theoretical solution has been offered. R. L. Monroe

addressed EMP shieldirg effectiveness anc! MIL-STD-285 in Harry Diamond Laboratory TR-1636.

This report concluded that measurements carried out in the manner prescribed by MIL-STD-285 using

small CW dipole and loop sources located at fixed relative positions 12 inches (0.305 m) from the

walls will give upper and lower bounds for the EMP shielding effectiveness of any metallic structure

at all frequencies of interes:- from 102 to 10 Hz. Upper bounds are provided by dipole measurements

and lower bounds by loop measurements for each frequency employed in MIL-STD-285 applicable to

the frequency content of the pulse.

/9



i1Y" in shielding effectiveness offered by the shelter located in the far field and the shielding effective-

ness offered by the same shelter located in the extreme near field of an antenna. This expression

provided a correction factor to apply to MIL-STD-285 test readings to obtain the plane wave shielding

effectiveness. The correction factor is a function of frequency (f) and distance (r) between the

source and structure and depends upon the ratio between the wave impedances of the EMP, loop

and dipole generated fields. The same correction factor is obtained for loop and dipole antennas

located 12 inches (0.305 m) from the shelter wall. The correction factor is added to loop shielding

effectiveness readings and subtracted from dipole readings.

Thus, wthin the constraints of the assumptions of the report, as discussed in Paragraph

3.4.3 below, the techniques of MIL-STD-285 are stated as being applicable to EMP shielding

effectiveness testing.

3.4 EVALUATION OF HDL-TR-1636

3.4.1 Overview

HDL-TR-1636 took the first step in applying shielding effectiveness techniques

developed over the years by the EMC community to the EMP problem. It attempted to apply low-

level CW test procedures (MIL-STD-285) to EMP shielding effectiveness. The entire report has been

reviewed for technical correctness and, within the stated assumptions, no errors of a technical

nature were detected in the solution presented. As will be discussed below, however, we do take

exception to the key assumption upon which the entire report rests. The author bases his discussion

on the definition of shielding effectiveness as first presented by Schelkunoff, expands the effort

in terms of transmission line theory and thereby assumes a plane electromagnetic wave incident on the

shielding -taterial. This assumption is at variance with the actual situation for MIL-STD-285 testing

since the shield is in the extremely near field of antennat.

The other main reservation taken to the technical report lies in the references upon

which the report is based. MIL-STD-285 requires that the ioops employed over much of the range of

frequencies of siqnificance 4o EMP be oriented in a plane perpendicular to the wall under test -

termed the coplanar orientation. All of the references quoted in the technical report address the

situation where the loops are in planes parallel to each other and to the plane of the wail under test,

the so-called "coaxial" orientation. No theoretical work has been discovered which addresses

the MIL-STD-285 (copolanar) situation while many papers address the coaxial orientation. This

10
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anomaly is further complicated by the fact that the wave impedance approach as introduced by

Schelkunoff and employed by Mcnrote requires an orbitrary c'rrection factor (a reduction by 1/3 in the

distance between antennas) to obtain a correlation between theoretical and experimental results.

It was apparent ao •ie completion of the initial investigation of HDL-TR-1636 that

an independent assnssment, free of any simplifying assumptions was advisable. The independent

approu:h and the correlation of results between the two are in ParagraFps 3.5 and 3.6.

No attempt will be made here th present a complete review of the technical report.

For that, the interested reader is referred to the original document. Information will be presented

that pertains to the concept of shielding effectiveness employed by the author and argtuments pre-

sented to support the contention that an independent assessment is advisable.

At the time the review was accomplished and the exception taken, it was difficult to

assess the relative magnitude of error caused by the simplifying assumptions. At the completion of

the effort, we coitclude that HDL-TR- 1636 has considerable merit as an engineering approximation

to the solution, especially in the lower frequency regime, a regi.ne containing much of the energy

content of the electromagnetic pulse.

Prior to proceeding, the obstr,3ct of HDL-TR-1636 is presented as an overview of the effort.

"The relationship between electromagnetic-pulse (EMP) shielding effectiveness and
MIL-STD-285 is investigated analytically. It ;s found that measurements carried out in the manner
prescribed by MIL-STD-285 using small cw dipole and loop sources located at fixed relative positions
12 in. from the walls will give upper and lower bounds foethe EITP (plane wave) shielding effectiveness
of any metallic structure at all frequencies of interest (10ý to 10 Hz). Upper bounds are provided by
dipole measurements and lower bounds by loop measurements for each EMP frequency corresponding to
a frequency employed in MIL-STD-285. A closed form express;ion 6 (r, f) is obtained for the difference
between EMP shielding effectiveness and loop shielding effectiveness. This expression is independent
of any metallic structure and depends only on the iatio between wave impedances of the EMP and loop
fields. That is, ;t depends only or the impedance mismatch between EMP and loop fields at the surface
of tha structure. In general, it is a function of frequency f and distance r between the source and
structure. Since both EMP and loop wave impedances are known, 6 (r, f) can be explicitly evaluated
for a source distance of 12 in. and added to measured values of loop shielding effectiveness to give
estimates of EMP shielding effectiveness at any frequency. A similar result is obtained for a dipole
source. In this way, MIL-STD-285 measurements can be used to estimate EMP shielding effectiveness."

3.4.2 Shielding Effectiv.ness and Wave Impedance

The concept rf shle!ding effectiveness, as first introduced by Schelkunoff3 was defined

in terms of transmission line the,)ry and was applied to pinne wave transmission througlh imperfectly

conducting shields. Basically, Schelkunoff's original expression for shielding effectiveness is given by

S.E. (dB) = R + A + B

11



where R represents losses due to initial reflections, A is the loss due to attenuation of the field

in penetrating the shield once, and B accounts for losses due to reflections which are not contained

in R. This definiticn of shielding effectiveness is used quite universally by the EMC community.

MIL-STD-285, the shielding effectiveness measurement standard, states a conceptually

simple definition of shieldinq effectiveness as

S.E. (dB) = 20 log E1/E 2

where E1 is the electric field measured in the plane of the shield *n 1he absence of the shield and

E is the field measured in the presence of 'he shield on the side of the shield away from the source.

At the frequencies of interest in EMP fields, the shielding effectiveness of an enclosure is primarily

determined by the ratio of reflected to incident s;gnal energy. Thus, by far the most important term

in Schelkunoff's shielding effectiveness equation is that due to reflections. As pointed out in

HDL-TR-1636, the ratio of reflected to incident signal energy (indirectly E1 and E2 as required by

the MIL-STD-285 definition above) depends critically on the ratio of wave impedances of the incident

field to the impedance of the enclosure. The wave impedance of a source at a field point is a function

of the type of source (loop, dipole, monopole, horn, etc.), distance and frequency. it is defined as

the ratio of the electric field to the magnetic field in a plane transverse to the radius vector from the

source to the field point and, in the case of a uniform 'pione wave (as assumed in the case of an EMP

generated by a high altitude nuclear detonation) has the value of approximately 377 ohms.

To quote from HDL-TR-1636:

"The .,ost important similarity between small loop and dipole sources and EMP sources
lies in the fact that the wave impedances of all three sources are independent of spatial variations in
directions transverse to the radius vector from the source to any field point. That is Z EMP, Z D, andZL (wave impedances for EMP, dipole and Iccp, respectively) are all independent of the transverse :

coordinates 0 and 0J. ZEMP is a constant while ZD and ZL are functions of r alone. It was pointed
out by Schelkunoff that if a field incident on an electrical discontinuity (such as an EMP shield) has
an associated wave impedance which is independent of the transverse coordinates, and if the transmitted
field also has an associated wave impedance which is independent of the transverse coordinates, then
standard transmission line tht-ory con be app!ied to compure the reflected and transmitted fields. Thls
fact greatly simplifies the problem of estimating the shielding effectiveness seen by these tnree sources,
and it ensures the existence of an analytical relation between SE D, SE L, and SE EMP." (Shielding
effectiveness to dipole, loop and EMP.)

Wave impedances may be calculated for th3 elementary dipole and loop source,

antenna, employed in the MIL-STD-285 technique, as indicated in Figure 3.4-1.

12



If an elementary dipole is located at the origin of a spherical coordinate system as
5

indicated in Figure 3.4-1, the fields produced are

H 1Isin 9 r
0 4 7r r

E _ 17I s nO (Is i + + 2 -j2 er

JlIfcosO r- -jarE + 2+
r 27rr \r 2 r

where I is the source currr.-nt, F is the length of the short dipole, r , e , and 0 are spherical

coordinates, and .8 = 2 7r/A where A, is the signal wavelength. Similarly, the fields generated
6

by an elementary loop antenna are given by

z

00
DIPOLE

x Figure 3.4-1. Elementary Dipole and Loop Sources at the Origin

of a Spherical Coordinate System
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2I
E = 77 21A sine 0 + I )"~4r .""

H p A sin e I + I e r
47r r j8r a 2 r2

Hr 2 2 r , r2

where A is the area of the loop source. These fields are valid provided the sources (with dimensions

fand A) are small compared to the radiated wavelength.

The main conclusion of HDL-TR- 1636 is presented by the correction factor 6(r, '

which is given by the following equation and evaluated for c distance of 12 inches (0.035 m).

The graphical result is reproduced in Figure 3.4-2 below:

6 =-20Olog ~ 20 log JL

where Z ---377 0
emp

ZD H 0'• / lj.-8 22jr -.82 r 2

E 2{ifir -fl2r2
z =1 = ÷i -2
L H I+iP

The correction factor is symmetrical in that the some correction is added to loop

readings as is subtracted from the dipole readings to obtain values of shielding effectiveness

applicable to EMP.

3.4.3 Statement of Reservations

It was concluded at the time of the evaluation that this result should not be used in

studies pertaining to EMP shielding effectiveness without the application of correction factors to

account for the anomalies to be discussed below.

First, the basic equation by Schelkunoff assumes an incident plane wave in its derivation.

In other words, Schelkunoft's transmission I;ne theory cannot be applied when a spherical wave is

incident upon a planar shield. Moser, 4 one of the references in HDL-TR-1636 uses Schelkunoff's

14
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Figure 3.4-2. The Difference 4 Between Shielding Effectiveness Measured
with a Piane Wove Source and Shielding Effectiveness
Measured with u Small Loop (or Dipole) Source Located at
a Distance r = 12 Inches from the Shield

approach as one of his three techniques for computing the shielding effectiveness of a continuous

planar shield to a small circular loop antenna. Whtn using this equation, the disagreement between

theoretical and measured results can be as much as 10 dB. This does nzt appear significant until one

realizes that shelters are frequently rejected from vendors if tests show a deviation from specification

by as little as 2 or 3 dB. Perhaps even more significant is the fact that the HDL report extends

Schelkunoff's approach to compute shielding effectiveness for a perfectly conducting slotted shield -

an extension which can lead to errors of larger and significant magnitude since wave impedance is

not constant over the length of the slot. That is, if a source antenna is placed very close to a shield,

the form of the incident waves will be of a complex spherical nature rather than planar. Thus,

"viewing the incident field to be comprised of an infinite number of transmitted rays, it is observed

that each ray tranverses a diferent path length from the source to the shield. Consequently, ot a

g'ven frequency, the wave impedance due to the source varies as one moves along at the surface of

the shield. Therefore, the shielding effectiveness (3s used in HVL-TR-1636) has a unique value at

15



each point on the surface of the continuous shield. .f a fault Is very small such that wave impedance

is etssentially constant over the region of the fault, then the mn_,1:titude of error is not significant.

If, however, the fault is a crack, such as a door seam, the shielding effectiveness results will vory

considerably.

Also, the equations of E and H fields for the elementary loop and dipole antennas are

valid only if the source dimensions are smull with respect to wavelength, perhaps one tenth of a
2 8

wavelength. For the frequencies of conern in EMP analysis (10 to 10 Hz), these fields will not

always be valid: this is especially true at the higher frequencies where the source dimensions are

comparable to the wavelength. This does not invalidate the concept of wave impedance; it merely

indicates that equations appropriate to this situation are required.

Finally, as indicated in the overview, all of the references quoted in the report relate to

a loop antenna orientation at variance with MIL-STD-285 procedures and no analytical relationship has

been discovered to correlate performance of these antennas as a function of orietntation.

As indicatod earlier, although exceptiorns may be taken to the approach, the results

pere.ining to the uniform plane shield are now considered a reasonable engineering approximation.

Care must be exercised as one approaches f7equencies where the test antennas constitute an appieciable

portion of a wavelength. Also, the applicability of the work to faults in a shield is suspect because the

wave impedance changes as a function of radial distance from the antenna.

3.5 PLANE WAVE SPECTRUM

In the paper by Booker and Clemmou7 in April 1949, it was observed that the
rectangular components of the electromagnetic field on one side of a planar aperture can be

represented simply and exactly by a iPnear combination of plane waves. From this primitive math-
matical structure, representing the simplest possible boundary-value problem in electromagnetic
radiation, some of the most interesting results in antenna theory ware obtained. First, it was shown
that the steady-state radiation pattern reduces to just an angular spectrum of these plane waves taken

over all angles. Then it was shown that the pattern and aperture functions are obtainable from each

other, and finally th.it those portions of the pattern function which correspond to complex angles

determine completely the reactive energy stored about the aperture.

"16



nTo concept o the plane wove spectrum is ideally suited to relating shielding effec-

tiveness as measured by low-level CW sources in the near field to the shielding effectiveness presented

by a shelter to a uniform plane wave. The following is the basic discussion of the method taken8 .

3.5.1 Plane Wove Expansion of Electromagnetic Waves

* Let us consider the electromagnetic field (E, H) solutivi of the source free Maxwell's

equations

7 x E = p H 3.5-1

V x H = we E 3.5-2

V . E = 0 3.5-3

V - H = 0 3.5-4

The environment is assumed homogeneous and isotropic, and steady-state conditions are postulated.

Assume now the spatial dependence of the fields to be of the type exp. (-j K r ).

Then, upon substitution into equation 3.5-1 through equation 3.5-4, the following result is obtained:

K x E = H 3.5-5

H x K = wE E 3.5-6

K E = 0 3.5-7

K H = 0 3.5-8

where E and H are spatially constant vectors, and K is the propagation vector.

Let us now cross multiply equation 3.5-5 by K from the right, and substitute from

equation 3.5-6. We get
2

KxExK- w E =0 3.5-9

However, equations 3.5-7 and 3.5-8 show that E and H are orthogonal. Then,2 =

letting 1') 2ep = 9 , where 0 is the free-space propogation constant

(K2  2) E = 0 3.5-10

Accordingly, the absolute value of K is determined, and equals 8 . Let Kx, K and K
_ y z

be the Cartesian components of K,

17
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K K x + K y + K z z 3.5-11- x y z

It follows from K #6 that 4

K - (K' + K ) 3.5-i2
z yx y

Accordingly, the (Kx, K ) plane can be divided into two regions separated by a circle
x y

centered at the origin and of radius jd. For the inner region, which is called the visible region,

K 2 + K 2 < 82 and K is real. The square root in equation 3.5-12 is taken with the positive

sign, so that propogation along the positive direction of the z axis is assured. The propogation

vector K is determined by direction cosines

K K K
I Cscs 02 Cosa 3.5-13

which correspond to real angles (see Figure 3.5-1).

z

K~~~~ KzK ".

K

Figure 3.5-1. The K Vector
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For K 2 + K, = 900 and the propagation vector K Is parall.l to the z 0i. For x Y,_

plane.

2 22For K 2 + K 2 > 2, which defines the invisible region, K is pure imaginary andFo x Y z

we take

•" ,KxZ 2) .82

K i -J ! K - (K + K 3.5-14

where

K 2 + K2 > 2

so that daumping of the wave along the positive direction of the z axis is assured.

Real values of K correspond to the usual plane waves, whi.e imaginary values
z

correspond to surface waves linked to the plane z = 0 and exponentially attenuated for z > 0.

Just as K components are not all independent, E and H components are also mutually

related. In particular

ar K xK E 3x55
SZ~~~air-H=-

from equation 3.5-5,

where Zair = ,and

K E K E
E X X K 3.5-16Sz Kz

_r.m cquation 3.5-7.

jUnder rather general conditions, an electromc netic field (E, H ) can be expanded in

a set of plane waves. Hence, for z > 0

E_(x yo 'ff Kx, Kye) e K z x y z dK dK
x y

3.5-17
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where

K ( K 'y the plane wave spectrum.

Note that , which is (K , K ) dependent, is a density of electric field per square
-x y

wave number. Obviously, the formal superposition of equation 3.5-17 is of practicai use if *he vector

function 6 can be determined once the sourcer of E are given.

3.5.2 Radiation from an Aperture-Spectrum Calculation

If we now cross-multiply equation 3.5-17 by z from both the left and the right and

specify the result for z = 0, i.e., in the x - y plciie aperture, we get

"" (K x + )
K :z^ E x ^ ^ -j x +K)

z x ,0) x fzx '(K K x Z K.y Y)dK xdK-f x

3.5-18

Note that z x E (x, y, 0) x z = Et (x, y) is the tangential component of the electric field

in the plane z = 0, i.e., the applied electric field across the aperture. Letting z x 6 (K, K ) x z :
- (K ' K ), equation 3.5-18 can be rewritten as

-tx y
Ea s -i(K x K y)

E' (x, y) fJft(Kx, K)e Y dK dK 3.5-19

EquaTon 3.5-19 shows the tangential electric field across the aperture to be the double Fourier

transform of the tangential components of the plane wave expansion of the electric field associated

with the aperture.

It is thus possible to show the conclusion of Booker and Clemmou that the angular plane

wave spectrum is the inverse double Fourier transform of the aperture distribution as:

_I__ E (Kx x + K y)

i K) (Y) i(2,r) _+Ky) dx dy 3.5-20

The vector e_' (Kx, K ) is called the "spectrum" or "spatial spectral components", associated with

the aperture: in an analogous manner, K it called the "spatial frequency" associated with the operture.

The third component of the complete plane-wave expansion can be obto;ned via equation 3.5-16.

20
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3 Complex Po.ver Spectrum Calculation

Only a limited region of the Plane Wove Spectrum can be identified with the radiation

pattern, namely, those values of K and K corresponding to real values of K . The rest is invisible.

To repeat from the development above, if K and K oar varied in equation 3.5-12 beyond a
y c 2 2 2

c Wtain circular region in the K - K plane given by K + K = K becomes imaginary.x y x y z

The region outside this circle is defined as the invisible region. The circular visible region

* - corresponds to the real radiation pattern while the invisible region accounts for reactive energy

stored in the field about the aperture and corresponds to surface waves which are linked to the plane

z = 0 and which are exponentially attenuated for z > 0. Since this reactive energy is relatively

large compared to the real energy in the near field, the reactive coupling is of fundamental

importance in the problems associated with the shielding effectiveness as measured by low level

CW sources in the near field.

The mean power flow across the aperture plane is represented by the normal component

of the complex Povnting vector integrated over the plane z = 0, which vanishes outside of the

aperture S:S( jTEI 2 TM2)

_f *ETI K Zair IH TMI2 ^
1/2 E x H* z- do = 1/2 4 Z z dx dy

f aoir
3.5-21

The first term on the right is the sole contributor to tht, power produced by the TE partial field, and

the second to the power produced by the TM part;,l field.

By applying Parsevals theorem, equation 3.5-21 can be transformed as follows,

S(2040 21j"/ K (2I e TE 12•T
- f ~'j__ - •z dK dK = Za - ir i dK dKy

x y 2 -- , go x
3.5-22

where • and •' are the electric and magnetic field components of the plane wave spectrum and
and ' TE is the electric field plane wave spectrum of the TE partial field and;T is the magnetic

field plane wave spectrum of the TM partial field.
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From the left-hand side, the real part represents real power leaving the aperture to be

radiated away, while its imaginary part represents reactive power (2 7r times the difference between

the mean values of the magnetic and the electric energies stored on the + z side of the aperture).

On the right-hand side it is seen that the only complex quantity *nvolved is K and its complex
2 2 2conjugate. They are both purely real when K + K < and purely imaginary when

Kx2 + K 2 . Consequently, the visible region of radiated power is the interior of the circle
2 '2 = 2

Kx2 + K = ,i and the invisible region of reactive power is all the rest of the (Kx1  K ) plane.y Y
3.6 APPLICATION OF THE PLANE WAVE SPECTRUM TO SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS

3.6.1 Introduction

Based upon the plane wave spectrum concept presented above, it is now desirable to
provide the necessary mathematical rigor to show the applicability of the concept to the shielding

effectiveness problem utilizing small loops and dipoles in the near field.

Maxwell's source free equations in free space can be expressed in two separate sets

of equntions representing TM and TE waves. In spherical coordinates the TM waves are given by

- HH0  l a ( )a E)7 r r 7 r

(iufEE = . singHr r sin - n H 0 )

IW EE 1 i (r H )
which tire used to develop the fields associated with a small dipole. Similarly, TE waves are given

by

E ,H9) aHi•E• = r ( ieN " -- H
0 r a r

=-i4- (H±- sine 0 )E

Sr 
r sin a

t-ijupH =H rE0 r T r

which are used to develop the fields associated with small loops.

S~22 '
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k: The plane wave expansion material of Paragraph 3.5 yields a set of TM and TE waves

for a given propagation vector K and, in the plane wave concept, only the fundamental set (TM for

dipole and TE for loop) should be used for the respective radiators. In effect, the plane wave spectrum

yields a general solution composed of a linear combination of TE and TM waves for a given antenna

in the near field. Since the elementary dipole does not radiate TE waves in the near field, the TM

waves must be extracted from the solution and used in subsequent calculations. Similar reasoning
"applies for the loop antenna. This concept governs all subsequent treatment of the problem and the

remaining discussions will be structured accordingly. Also, the approach concentrates initially on a

representative member of the family of plane waves. After the relationships for power flow have been

developed, we will again return to the concept of the family of plane waves.

3.6.2 Incident Power for Loop Antennas - TE Expansion

With reference to the coordinate system shown in Figure 3.6-1 we can represent the

E field associated with a plane wave as

E E e- K'r r
- 0

where K K 4 K + K ' is, as before, the propagation vector. It should be- x y z
noted that the aperture in the x-y plane of Figure 3.6-1 is also the plane of the shielding structure

being investigated.

z

0 K/
0 K

x x

Figure 3.6-1. Coordinate System for TE Expansion
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. We can determine the magnitude of the K components by the dispersion relation where

2 2 2 2 2
K = K + K +K =K WFJ.0 x y z

2
You will recall from ",e development of Paragraph 3.5 that K0 equa!s the free space propagation

constant squared, As long as K + K remains smaller than K02 we will remain in the
%2 x y1 2 0

visible region. If however K + K 2 exceeds K we move into the invisible region or K ::.x 0 z
S-i IKJI. x >

In the visible region,

i. jK Kx + Ky I + Kz ): j

and for the invisible region,

(K ' + K y + IKz Z : +iS X y

In order to obtain the transverse electric field it is necessary to define a unit vector

that is perpendicular to K for both the visible and invisible regions. In other words, for a given

propagation direction (Kx, Ky specified), the component of the electric field perpendicular to the

plane of propagation must be determined in order to extract the TE waves from the general spectral

solution. This may be accomplished by the following mathematic manipulation.

cex 8 -KyK x I + Kx Ky

.e x 6 1 or

IIN

Icc K x + K 1•a IN
= C1 X

-a K 2 6 - 2
Y X

This is the unit vector perpendicular to the K vector.

If the electric field is given by

E '2+ IN(linearly polarized in the x direction)
24
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the transversal projection of E is

-E K
E axf =8 = E

ya x

The transversal electric field vector is thus

2
E,^E - K K• .E • x . = x x Y Y
ax ,8K2 2 -TE:•.• •K + K

y x

We can also find the square of magnitude of this vector as:

2

i} K2 + K2 .-
y x

This expression will be required in the calculation of power below.

3.6.3 Incident Loop Power in the Vis;ble Range

In order to obtain the incident power in the z direction (aperture in the x - y plane),

we first derive the Poynting vector for the TE waves, and then obtain the component in the z dihection

by taking the scalar product with z (K*_ E)

S zSS~TE = 2 p ETE " TE •z

Recalling that Z and K0 = E we may express U !p as K0 Z and S as
0 aia

TE = 2 K0 Z. Zar
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Substituting equation 3.6-1 for IET 2 results in

pKz 1 I1E1 2  K 2

TE 2 Zair K x0 K 2 + 2 ,the Poynting vector for o

y x

representative member of the TE family of plane waves. To compute tie incident loop power, we now

integrate over the spectrum, (Lo'x) , in the wave number domain, applying Parseva•'s theorem as in

equation 3.5-22 above.

2 2rff K K 2

= 27r -Ox K 2 y'+K2 dK dK 3.6.2
~TE z air K 0K 2 +K2 X y

visible y x
region

where P TE is the incident power.

3.6.4 Incident Loop Power in the Invisible Region

In a similar fashion we can obtcin the incident power in the invisible region - the

difference being in the definition of K . With reference to equation 3.5-14, the vector K becomes

K K x+-i K z and-K* .z =jK

_ x y 1 71

Therefore the power in the invisible range is given by

J 2 7r2 ff K K ex2 K dK dK
TE - zir 2 K 2  x y

invisible y
region

3.6.5 Transmission Coefficients for TE Waves

Shielding effectiveness is basically the ratio of the incident power to the transmitted

power. We have already derived an equation for the incident power and now must transport this

power through the shield using the appropriate mechanism. From reference 9 the transmission

coefficient for a TE wave is given by

2
TTE =

26
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where K is the z component of K and KTZ is the z component of KT . The coordinatez - T
system and symbology used for this development are as indicated in figure 3.6-2.

•0' "0

STE~ -•T TT' T

E5

E-

Figure 3.6-2, Geometry int the Plane of Incidence for TE Waves

In this coordinate system the transmitted Poynting vector in the -z direction is given by

ST K Tz ITT 1 2 IET1 2

All of the factor, of this equation are known except KTz which may be obtained as follows.

In metal, KT is giveh by

1/2
K + 0
HT = [PT 0 "•-)]

However, in a good conductor such as aluminum or copper, a is of the order of 10
Since the frequency range of interest is 102 to 10 Hz, e, remains very small re tative to the factor

and can be neglected. Thus, KT may be expressed as

T L T TKT = PlT 1/2

and

KT2 1 •AJaT,
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9By applying the concept of phase matching alotig the interface we find that K =K thereforez Tz
we obtain the following expression for KTz

K2 23.-
K Tz K 3.6-3

Equation 3.6-3 can also be expressed as:

K2
K Tz I _ yZ_
KF KT2

T *T

Substituting KT2 = T a' we obtain

K2  2
K KKT K' + iyK

KTz = T 'to KT PT Or

Removing the imaginary component leaves

2

K 2  toan

KTz =KT exp 2TzT I + PT O

2K

For a good conductor W PT a is quite smalI and K KT K'

Upon reflection, it is possible at this point to simplify the expression for the

transmission cooefficients as well as the Poynting vector and express them in terms of parameters

associated with the impedance of the shield and the propagation vector. We proceed in the

following manner:

Starting with the same expression for the transmission coefficient for a TE wave9, as

T 2 =2

TTE I (pKKTz/PTTKz) I + 2KTz/ .z

Z/ PT P



we must manipulate our known equations to obtain new expressions for KT/T and K/.

For purposes of illustration they will be obtained as follows:

First, K = K
Tz T

and

/---- 7 T /KT.

KTz Zs = yPT"T VKT( T!(zKTZT

= •PT KKT
TI

where Z is the impedance of the shield. Therefore,
S

K Tz KT

Similarly, P -
air

Substituting these expressions into the transmission coefficient equation produces

2Z,<()) _ _-:

T -TTE = sK K =
S+ airt• air -T,

"Therefore for both the visible and invisible regions

22 4 2K

S=~( ri)2 K0
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The Poynting vector becomes

Z' 22
ST = z E 2S TETE Z2 K02 TE

5 (Lair) K0

We con now obtain the power transmitted by the TE waves as

21Z'2 K2

= (2\ 7r 2 L 11, 12 --- d dKTE = 2 J K02 X K2 + K 2  x y
0 y x

all regions

As before, we integrate over the spectrum, (e X) in the wave number domain and apply Parseval's

theorem.

3.6.6 ;ncident Power for the Dipole Antenna - TM Expansion

As in the TE expressions the first step is to calculate the transversal field vector. Here,

however, it is thie magnetic transversal field vector and is obtained using H fields. Let us start with

HOas

= j Kx~E _ KxEar

jK 0 Z K Z or0 ar0 air I

x K Z (KX^ + K y y K z) x (E x + zH0 = 0 Zairy xz

30
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4. Performing the indicated manipulation we have

-.)H K K0 ZEax ( E Kx x E y K E
V- K Zair \ Z\ XX /

Like-i-,;se the unit vector perpendicular to the K vector is

-K 2x + K 2

x y x

We obtain the projection of H0 onto by taking the dot product, and, using the same

. terminology, obtain:

H x.• K2 E + K Kz E -K E .K0 x• TZ y z x zx x z

- - 0 air \zxxz/ 2 -2K +K2
y x

The transversal magnetic field vector is then

HK Ez + Kx Kz E x K 2 EZ) (K

"0 Zair 2 )

which yields

+K x +Kx
7- 2 2 K +K"

Z zair (K;2+ K xy
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and

122 221

!TM -W K 2  2 K 2 2
1K F2 y x air

As before, this expression will be required in the power calculation.

3.6.7 Incident Power for the Dipole in the Visible Rconge

The Poynting vector for the dipole in the Z direction is given by

KTM = (1/2 -- H*))

K0

Since Zair

we can write the Poynting vector as

S (1/2 air -K (H H) )
In the visible range

^=Kx x + Ky + K z )

therefore STM reduces to

Z. K
1/2 air z (H-- " -

K0
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b H and ar-.ive at
We can replace ( H • ') by HTM

K 1Ex12  K___
STM = 1/2 K + K

The incident power for the visible range thus becomes

(2 . Ko K 2

PTM ( 2Z Kd2 0 x 2 x dK dKair z K 2 + K 2 x y

visible 
3, x

range

3.6.8 incident Power for the Dipolo in the Invisible Region

Incident power in the invisible region is derived in a similar fashion except that

K z iKz I compared to K ^ z = Kz in the visible ranga. This difference restolts in

the incident power being

2

PTM =2Zair K2 2 +K K 2  x y

range

3.6.9 Transmission Coefficients for TM Waves

From reference 9 the transmission coefficient is given by:

2I

TTM 2+ (EKTz/T K1 ) where the some symbology is used. The

transmitted Poynting vector in the -z direction is given by

S z T (jR.. T 2  1 I1
TM s jTM1 T4T

333
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K K K KK an KTz K KTz
f and - as derived before for z and - we obtainIf expressions are derived for ••T•H

Kz Kz
-Z

air K0

and

KT KTz

Substituting these expressions into TTM we obtain

2 Z~ ~
TIM( =

Sair K 0

Since Z is very small in relation to Z Z the expression reduces to TTM = 2. In turn,

STM becomes

•2 2

TM /Z.\i) 2  JK 12 K 2 + K2Y x

Integrating as before we obtain the transmitted power for all regions as

2 2 Z 2 2

7___2__ 
0 12x

PTM (2T T2 J 112 ex 12 12 dK dKff Kal K 2+ K 2dx dy
( ir All y x

S~regions
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3.6.10 Computation of Shielding Effectiveness Using the Plane Wave Spec.trum

Prior to presenting the results of the Plane Wave Spectrum approach to shielditig

effectiveness and comparing those results with the results of HDL-TR-1636, i. is appropriate to show

that the definition at shielding effectiveness used in this report is compatible with the Schelkunoff

appronch as employed in HDL-TR-1636 . Also, an expression is presented which shows why the

Plane Wavot Spectrum technique provides more accurate results.

As developed by Schelkunoff and employed in HDL-TR- 1636, shielding effectiveness
I1

is defined as:

SE = R+A+B

where R 20log IK+i 2

z
K= waveIK -shie (Impedance Ratio of source and shield)Zshield

A = (8.686) Vt

Y = (arl 0.f1/2 (Reciprocal of skin depth)

t thickness of shield.

Since the penetration loss (A) is greater than 10 dB, reflections inside the shield may
be neglected.11

22
Thus, Fz 2w +1

z

SE (dB) 20 log w

2 V wI
4- I

Undr te asumtio ~ wave 1
Undr te asumtio tht > 1 this expression reduces to

shield

z
SE (dB) =20 log - + 866Yt

The definition of shielding effectiveness as used in this report was derived to facilitate

the use of the Pir;ne Wave Spectrum technique as
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SE 2 (10 log p Mc 8.686 Yt R i A
tr

In this case, the factor R is defined cs the ratio of the power incident on the shield

to the power transmitted at the plane of the shield as shown in Figure 3.6-3. The power transmitted,

P tr' is a function of the impedance mismatch at the incident plane of the shield. This mismatch

exists at both sides of the shield thus the factor of two (2) is introduced in the term for R above.

P.
inc

Ior

tr

zair

Zshield

1 mm copper shield

Figure 3.6-3. Shielding Effectiveness

We will now show that this d, -inition of shielding effectiveness is compatible with

that employed in HDL-TR-1636. For the case of the loop,

PTE 0lnc) J K-2;+ K 2  d K d K

visible 
y x

over the visible region and

PTE (Inc) 27i 2  K z 2 K y d K d KTE--' -T 7K2+K2 x y
K Ii~ X~ dyd~

invisible 36 >y
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'4.A

over the invisible region. Also,

(2 7ý2(2) ~Z Jj IK . K2
PTE (trans) 2 K IK2+ d Kd

(Zair) all regions x y

For a plane wave traveling in the position Z direction in the visible region,

K =K =0 and
x y

K =K thus,
7 0

27r2

PTE (Inc) Z Z.

PTE (trans) 7(2r)2 (2) (Z 4Z

2Z.
air

Since there are two impedance discontinuities inherent to our definition, SE

becomes,

SE (dB) =2 0 log [.Z-r + 8.686 Yt

or
org [ZairI

SE (dB) = 20 log -Z + 8.686 Vt.

The two eefinitions, thus, yield identical results if PTE (Inc) is considered in the visible region only.

!n the case where K and K are not zero we have an effective contribution from the
x y

above integrals over all regions, thus;
K K2

I• K 2 2 dK dK;..z. 0 K 2+ K
R (dB) all reions x y•- ~ (lB(oop) a4r 2*• jl"

S RK 2 Oo K K2

allregions 2o K 2 +K x y
Sy x
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and from Monroe:

z
4Z s

It is thus shown that the definition of shielding effectiveness employed in the Plane

Wave Spectrum approach yields results identical to those of HDL-TR-1636 if the discussion is

confined to the visible region. Including the contribution of the power of the invisible region

provides more accurate results for the shielding effectiveness calculation.

The computer model developed for the investigation calculates the Plane Wave Spectrum

of the dipole (and loop) and sums the resulting spectrum with the proper coefficients to produce the

incident and transmitted power. Figure 3.6-4 is a graphical representation of the tangential electric

field distribution over a plane 12 inches (0.305 M) from a short dipole. The plane wave spectrum

of such a distribution is obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform and is shown pictorially in

Figure 3.6-5.

Using the transmitted and incident power, the shielding effectiveness of a 1 mm copper

plate was obtained for a loop source, a dipole source, and a uniform plane wave. The results are

presented in Figure 3.6-6. The graph shows tha' shielding effectiveness measuremants made with

loop antennas will display a much lower value than those measurements made with dipoles. It also

shows that shielding effectiveness to EMP is bounded above and below by dipole and loop measurements.

A correction factor can be computed to predict EMP shielding effectiveness from

measurements made in the manner of MIL-STD-285: the correction factor is added for loop test

(or computed) results while the correction factor is subtracted from the dipole test (or computed)

results. Figure 3.6-7 and 3.6-8 show the correction factor (6) in dB with the difference in the two

graphs being due to an apparent difference in antenna spacing. In each case, the dipoles are

located symmetrically on either side of the shield (12 inches or 0.305 m). Also, the loops arc

placed symmetrically 12 inches (0.305 m) on either side of the shield where the spacing is measured

to the near edge of the loop. Considering the loop as an incremental loop antenna, the radiating

source is 18 inches (0.458 m) from the shie•d, i.e., the distance to the center of the real loop.

Thus, the results of Figure 3.6-7 are considered more appropriate to the MIL-STD-285 situation.
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If

Figure 3.6-4. Normalized Tangential Electric Field Intersecting a Plane at a

Distance of 12 Inches from an Elemental DipolIe
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.11

Ii

.4 4

Figure 3.6-5. Normalized Plane Wave Spectrum of the Tangential Electric Field
Intersecting a Plane at a Distance of 12 Inches from an Elemental Dipole
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100 ,zi5dB

COPLANAR LOOP (18 inches)
(0.457 M)

50
DIPOLE (12 inches)

(0.305 M)

25

I kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 10MHz

FREQUENCY

_.4

Figure 3.6-7 Plane Wave Specirum Correction Factor
to Compute EMP Shielding Effectiveness
from Loop and Dipole Measurements
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Figure 3.6-8. Plane Wave Spectrum Correction Factor
for Coplanar Loop and Dipole Versus
HDL-TR-1636 Correction Factor
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The application of transmission line theory (Schelkunoff approach) in HDL-TR- 1636

to the shielding effectiveness problem assumes a plane wave incident on the planar shield. This

obviously is not the situation for MIL-STD-285 testing where the shield is located in the extreme

near field of the loop and dipole electromagnetic sources. The Plane Wave Spectrum concept is

a more rigorous analytical approach since actual loop and dipole near field waveforms are converted

to families of plane waves prior to interacting the electromagnetic energy with the planar shield.

The calculations are then straightforward applications of plane wave theory to planar surfaces.

The Plane Wave Spectrum technique has been used to provide correction factors for

EMP predictions for a uniform conductivity copper shield. While not agreeing precisely with the

transmission line technique, these predictions indicate that the HDL-TR-1636 technique is a good

engineering approximation for this physical configuration.

We conclude that the Plane Wave Spectrum technique provides a new method for

determining the shielding effectiveness of a shield to a plane wave from calculations or measurements

made in the manner specified by MIL-STD-285. From a review of the techni,-jes used in the past to

calculate shielding effectiveness, the technique is more rigorous and more vc ýatile. Further,

the Plane Wave Spectrum technique can be extended to obtain EMP shielding effectiveness predictions

of physical three-dimensional structures from measurements made by the methods of MIL-STD-285.

I4
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k.

4" 5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Further investigation is recommended in the following areas:

I. Validate the current theoretical effort experimenuially

0 Provide a suitable planar test bea

411. Employ current generation power sources/amplifiers/antennas/detectors to

maximize dynamic range of instrumentation

* Devise and perform experiments on a uniform conductivity planar shield

2. Extend current CW effort to real, three-dimensional enclosures

" " Revise the theory to address planar shields with penetrations

"" Devise and perform experiments on a planar shield with .ontrolled

penetrations to validate theory

"" Provide correction factors between near field and far field shielding effective-

ness response of shields containing faults

"* Investigate impact of three-dimensional structures on CW testing - proximity

effects of metal on antennas, effects of different environment during

calibration and test phases, corner effects, elevation effects, etc.

3. Relate response of shelters to low level CW and specification level pulse signals

"* Investigate saturation effects for ferrous materials

" Investigate impact on shielding effectiveness of surface currents from

external sources (interconnecting cabling)

" Investigate cavity resonance effects of metallic enclosures resulting from

high level electromagnetic pulses.

These investigations should provide a new EMP simulation concept using low level,

easily transportable test equipment to augment specification level EMP simulators. Applicability

will be to initial acceptance testing, interim test phases and hardness maintenance programs in the

field.
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